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AM Internationl
Final 2020

The Academic Marathon International Final for the year of 2020 was concluded on January 31st, 

2021 online. 

Competitors won both individual and team awards at the AM 2020.

Gold, silver and bronze medals will be given to each subject according to students' online competition 

results in the AM 2020 International Final Round.

The names of the global TOP 20 individual scorers of the subjects with more than 50 participants, 

and the globle TOP 10 individual scorers of the subjects with less than 50 participants on AM 2020 

International Final Round were announced.

The names of the global TOP 3 teams on AM 2020 International Final Round were announced as well 

and the winning teams will receive special certificates on this module. 

In addition, all the competitors will get certificates of participation from AM. The certificates and the 

awards will be mailed to the team leaders after the competition.



AM International Final 2020
by the Numbers

26 Participating Countries

601 Competitors

17 Subjects

Austria Bangladesh

Colombia EgyptBrazil China

Iran MalaysiaIndia Indonesia

Nigeria PakistanMexico Nepal

Romania RussiaPanama Poland

South Korea ThailandSaudi Arabia Singapore

UAE UKthe United States Turkey



The whole competition was conducted online. 

The competitors took the material-based objective test for the final round in two hours (specially 

formatted for online) on January 31st to answer the 100 multiple-choice questions, which test their 

abilities to learn and understand new knowledge of advanced academic theories.

Through the tests, students showed their comprehending and learning abilities as well as harvest new 

knowledge through the event itself.

AM International Final 2020
Online Experience



Problem Design Advisors

AM International Final 2020 got support from professors worldwide. All of AM advisors come from world top 

universities and most of them are leading experts within their specific professional fields. Our problem 

design advisers volunteered their time and expertise choosing competing topics, giving suggestions for test 

design and reviewing the test paper for AM International Final Round. 

The AM International Final 2020 would not have been possible without the support and outstanding work of 

our advisors. 

To all our honorable advisors, it is with sincere appreciation that we say “thank you.”

Here are some advisors in alphabetical order of their first name (selected):  

Professor Arri Eisen, Department of 

Biology, Emory University

Arri Eisen and his team promote a 

better understanding of the impact of 

science on society, and work with the 

Sciences, Social Sciences and 

Humanities to convey the message 

that science is vital across disciplines- 

that science is not merely a collection 

of facts but is, at its core, a way of 

thinking and of approaching problems.

Professor David S.G. Thomas, School 

of Geography and Environment, 

University of Oxford

David Thomas is a geomorphologist 

and physical geographer specialising 

in contemporary drylands and the 

Quaternary Period. In 2011 David was 

awarded the Geological Society of 

America Farouk El-Baz Award, for a 

body of work that has significantly 

enhanced desert science.

Professor Jeffry B. Stock, Department of Molecular Biology, 

Princeton University

Jeffry B. Stock is a leading expert in signal transduction and 

global cellular regulation with over 150 original scientific 

articles in this and related areas. He is best known for his 

seminal work on membrane receptor function and signal 

transduction in micro-organisms.

Professor Jessica Rett, Department of Linguistics, University 

of California, Los Angeles

Jessica Rett is a Professor of Linguistics at UCLA. Her 

research interests are in formal semantics, pragmatics and 

philosophy of language. This means that she use logic to model 

what it is people know when they know the meaning of 

language. 

Professor Jill Miller, Department of Art Practice, University of 

California, Berkeley

Jill Miller is a visual artist whose research is centered on 

socially engaged art and public practices. She works with 

individuals and local communities in the form of public inter-

ventions, workshops, and participatory community projects. 



Professor Karen L Thornber, Department of Compar-

ative Literature, Harvard University

Professor Thornber earned her Ph.D. from Harvard's 

Department of East Asian Languages and Civilizations 

in 2006. She is author of several (co)edited volumes 

and more than 70 articles/book chapters on a range of 

fields in literature and cultural history globally; she is in 

addition a prize-winning translator of Japanese litera-

ture.

Professor Mark Wrathall, Faculty of Philosophy, 

University of Oxford

Mark Wrathall specializes in 19th and 20th century 

European philosophy, with a particular focus on the 

existential and phenomenological traditions of thought. 

Current areas of research involve the philosophy of 

agency, philosophy of art, and philosophy of religion. 

Professor Michael Sobe, Department of Statistics, 

Columbia University

Michael Sobe earned his Ph.D. of Sociology from 

University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1980. His research 

Interests are Causal Inference, Functional Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and Social Statistics. 

Professor Naira Hovakimyan, Department of Mechan-

ical Science and Engineering, University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign 

Naira Hovakimyan got her Ph.D. in Physics and Mathe-

matics in 1992 from the Institute of Applied Mathemat-

ics of Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow. She is 

currently a W. Grafton and Lillian B. Wilkins Professor 

of Mechanical Science and Engineering at UIUC.

Professor Paolo Cascini, Department of 

Mathematics, Imperial College London

Paolo Cascini is Professor of Mathematics 

at Department of Mathematics, University 

of Oxford. He is the author of New direc-

tions in the Minimal Model Program 

(2020), Relative semi-ampleness in posi-

tive characteristic (2020), Polarized endo-

morphisms of normal projective threefolds 

in arbitrary characteristic (2019) and so 

on. 

Professor Peter Bershatsky, Haas School 

of Business, University of California, 

Berkeley

Peter Bershatsky received his MBA degree 

in Haas School of Business, UC Berkeley. 

At present, he is a vice President of 

Strategy and Corporate Development and 

teaching the Tech M&A: Strategy, Valua-

tion, and Execution at Haas School of 

Business, University of California, Berkeley. 

Professor Timothy Williamson, Faculty of 

Philosophy, University of Oxford 

Timothy Williamson has been the Wykeham 

Professor of Logic at Oxford since 2000. 

He is the author of many books and more 

than two hundred articles. His work has 

been translated into Arabic, Azerbaijani, 

Bulgarian, Chinese, Croatian, German, 

Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 

Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, 

Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Turkish, and 

Ukrainian.
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